STUDY ABROAD

GLOBAL INSTITUTES
Berlin. London. Paris. Rome.

CIEE GLOBAL INSTITUTES:

THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR EXPERIENCE
CIEE Global Institutes are centers that give you a home base
in four of the world’s most vibrant cities – Berlin, London,
Paris, and Rome. Each Global Institute provides classroom and
common space for students and serves as a gathering place for
lectures, study groups, social events, and more. All are located
in neighborhoods rich in the culture and traditions of their host
cities and are a short walk from historical and cultural treasures.
When you enroll at a CIEE Global Institute, you can choose from
a range of CIEE courses across five academic tracks in the Open
Campus program.

Choose the course type and length
that fits you best, from 3½ weeks
to 18 weeks.
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Our most flexible program lets you study in up to three
cities. Choose one, two, or three six-week blocks in one
location, or divide your time among different CIEE Global
Institutes for maximum cultural learning and immersion.
Supplement your studies with an internship, directed
research, or service-learning.

Academic tracks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Communications, Journalism, and New Media
Health Sciences
International Relations and Political Science
Language, Literature, and Culture
Multi-Disciplinary

OPEN CAMPUS PROGRAM
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JANUARY SESSIONS
These 3 ½-week sessions are ideal if you have rigorous
requirements for your major or a demanding
schedule during the academic year.
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SUMMER PROGRAMS
Choose one, or combine up to three short-term
summer sessions.

THE FIRST AND ONLY
STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAM DESIGNED
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY.
PERSONALIZE THE
EXPERIENCE YOU WANT.

Best of all, you take it all on the road. Open Campus programs
are designed to let you continue your studies seamlessly as you
live and learn at up to three CIEE Global Institute locations. In
this way, lessons in business or health sciences, for example, are
infused with different comparative perspectives and solutions
found across locations – and cultures.

DIRECT ENROLLMENT
If you’re studying at one Global Institute for the duration
of your experience, you can choose to enroll in a course
at a local university. Local CIEE university partner schools
include The Berlin School of Economics and Law in Berlin,
City of Westminster College in London, Université Sorbonne
Nouvelle-Paris 3 in Paris, and the Università Cattolica del
Sacro Cuore in Rome. This option offers a great way to learn
alongside students from the host country and immerse
yourself in local culture.

At our Global Institute campuses in Berlin, London, Paris, and
Rome, students have the power to personalize
their international experience. You can meet your degree
requirements and match your interests, timeframe, and budget.

Your journey starts at a
CIEE Global Institute.
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Traditionally, study abroad has meant studying in one location
for a full semester or year. CIEE builds on that tradition in
ways unlike any other provider. Our industry-first Open Campus
academic programming option – available at CIEE Global
Institutes – offers a whole new level of flexibility, mobility,
and affordability.
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BERLIN, LONDON, PARIS, ROME:
WHY CHOOSE JUST ONE?

GLOBAL PROGRAMS
Passionate about sustainability or architecture? Dig in
with the rigorous theory-and-practice approach of
these cutting-edge programs: Global Sustainability
and Environment, and Global Architecture and Design,
in Berlin.

Our Open Campus program lets you
live and learn in multiple cities.

Learn more on page 3!
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OPEN CAMPUS:

UNPARALLELED FLEXIBILITY AND MOBILITY
CIEE’s Open Campus block model program is unique among
study abroad programs. Designed for maximum flexibility and
academic rigor, it is the only program that gives you, the student,
control over the design of your study abroad experience. You
choose your academic track, program length, type of projects,
and location – including the option to travel and study at up to
three of our Global Institutes.
Open Campus programs are designed to fit together seamlessly
across locations. This allows you to move forward academically
while easily traveling among our Global Institute locations in
Berlin, London, Paris, and Rome.
Let’s say social media is your thing. Maybe you’re wondering
what platforms are preferred by local news organizations in
Rome. How does that answer differ from those used in London?
And how do preferences in those cities compare to those
found in Berlin? With CIEE, you design a program – steeped
in intercultural and comparative learning – that puts you on
the ground at each location. There, you can not only research
answers to your questions, but also speak with people and
observe environments affected by preferences in each community.

Enrolling in courses through the Open Campus block model
program promotes maximum cultural immersion, allowing you
to engage in two courses in blocks of 6, 12, or 18 weeks in up to
three CIEE Global Institute locations.

The choice is yours.
Pick an option that fits your budget,
timeframe, and preferred locations.
Additional features include:

LONDON

GLOBAL
SCHOLAR

PARIS

3 CITIES
18 WEEKS
1 UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

Global Scholars. Design a program that takes you to three
Global Institutes in one semester.
Global Scholars Online. Choose to study at more than one
Global Institute and gain access to new insights and perspectives
through CIEE’s Global Scholars Online learning platform. This is
an innovative online component that features special events and
projects that ensure learning through comparative experience
and reflection.

FOUR STEPS TO AN EXPERIENCE ALL YOUR OWN
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CHOOSE YOUR ACADEMIC TRACK

2
3

CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAM LENGTH
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BERLIN

Pick from any one of our five rigorous areas of study or build your own
multidisciplinary track.

Engage in two courses in blocks of 6, 12, or 18 weeks.

CHOOSE YOUR PROJECT TYPE

Select how you’ll supplement lessons learned in coursework and on
excursions, through an internship, directed research or service learning.

CHOOSE YOUR DESTINATION CITIES

ROME

CIEE GLOBAL SCHOLARS:

OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN COMPARATIVELY
CIEE Global Scholars are
students who make the most
of studying abroad by living
and learning in three cities in
one semester.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
• Choose your destination cities
• Study in three cities over 18 weeks
• Deepen your experience with the Global
Scholars Online learning platform
• Share your experience across social
media platforms

Immerse yourself in a single location, or go all out and study in up to three
cities at any of our Global Institutes in Berlin, London, Paris, and Rome.
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GLOBAL INSTITUTE | BERLIN

At the crossroads of Europe,
in a city swirling with innovation
and change, CIEE’s Global
Institute – Berlin and Open
Campus program reinvent the
study abroad experience, giving
you control to engage and
experience Berlin.

colleges and universities

160,000
students

3

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites

62,000

research scientists

BERLIN:
CITY OF REINVENTION

2

ranking in the list of the
World’s Most Youthful Cities

7

symphony orchestras

CIEE’s Global Institute – Berlin is your staging area for an energetic
venture into Berlin’s creative economy. Housed in a newly remodeled
factory building in the Kreuzberg district, the campus is embedded in
a neighborhood known for its thriving multiculturalism and artsy vibe.
You’ll enjoy endless food and entertainment options, street festivals,
and easy access to all of Berlin.

50

theaters

Highlights include:
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• Studying in two of CIEE’s premier programs, Global Architecture and
Design, and Global Sustainability and Environment. Each program
draws on leading resources in Europe to blend centuries-old
infrastructure and tradition into cutting-edge – and smart – design.

museums

420

• Experiencing a robust entrepreneurial environment that supports
a range of businesses and interests, from high-tech start-ups to
graffiti artists to social media and film communities.

art galleries

• Living in a residence hall featuring a café and courtyard, suites,
full kitchens, laundry facilities, and study and common areas.
• Practice language skills in a German language-only area of the
residence hall
• Learning in classrooms with state-of-the-art technology
and equipment.
• Access to a subway station and bike paths just steps away.
• Student Life staff with information on local events and
volunteer opportunities.

There’s so much street art, music,
and other expressions of individuality.
I’ve realized how much better life is
when you dive into it.
– Madaline

Language, Literature &
Culture Track
Creighton University

400,000

trees lining the streets

390

miles of bicycle paths

6
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GLOBAL INSTITUTE | LONDON

Step into a thriving metropolis
that is both steeped in tradition
and on the edge of change at
CIEE’s Global Institute – London.
Our Open Campus program
infuses your studies with the
intellectual and social life of one
of the world’s most dynamic and
diverse cities.

colleges and universities

372,880
students

4

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites
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Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs)

LONDON:
DYNAMIC AND DIVERSE

8

Royal Parks

6,128

At CIEE’s Global Institute – London, you’ll study near King’s Cross
St. Pancras Underground Station. Located at Russell Square
in Bloomsbury, our London facility features Georgian-style
architecture, 15 classrooms, a resource-rich library, stylish café,
garden terrace, and technology center. Bloomsbury is home to
many cultural, health care, and educational institutions. You’ll be
just a short walk from numerous University of London colleges
and institutes, as well as landmarks such as the British Museum,
the British Library, and one of the city’s largest royal parks.

restaurants

196

museums

8,500

red double-decker buses

Highlights include:
• Studying in one of the world’s premier hubs of finance,
health care, media and diplomacy

150

• Living in a residence hall featuring suites, kitchenettes,
laundry facilities, a gym, and study and common areas
• Learning in classrooms with state-of-the-art technology
and equipment
• Free high-speed Wi-Fi in classrooms and the residence hall
• Access to a Tube station just steps away
• Student Life staff with information on local events and
volunteer opportunities

ancient monuments
Each block, you take just two courses, so
you really focus on these two distinct
topics. That focus allows me to learn
more deeply than I would in a typical
semester format at my home university.
– Shae

Language, Literature,
& Culture Track
Gettysburg College

10,000
theater seats

32,000

music performances
each year
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GLOBAL INSTITUTE | PARIS

Enhance your studies in the
world’s most exciting global
center for arts, cuisine, culture,
and fashion. It’s easy at CIEE’s
Global Institute – Paris with
Open Campus, our most flexible
study abroad program.

colleges and universities

2,319,000
students

83

museums

70,000

wonders in the Louvre

1,665

PARIS:
CITY OF LIGHT, INSPIRATION

steps in the Eiffel Tower

400

types of cheese

CIEE’s Global Institute – Paris places you in one of the world’s
leading centers for art, cuisine, and fashion. Just minutes
from campus, you’ll find the lively Sentier district in the 2nd
arrondissement, known for textile manufacturing and Internet
start-ups. From there, you can explore rue Montorgueil – a
pedestrian-only haven of cafés, markets, tantalizing sweets, and
so much more.

1,784
bakeries

61,000

Highlights include:

streets

• Immersing yourself in French language and culture as you tour
some of the city’s cathedrals of culture, such as the Grands
Boulevards, the Palais-Royal, and the Louvre

1

• Living with French hosts or sharing an apartment with other
CIEE students

stop sign

• Learning in classrooms with state-of-the-art technology
and equipment
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• Free high-speed Wi-Fi in classrooms and on campus
• Student Life staff with information on local events and
volunteer opportunities

bridges over the Seine
CIEE offers courses you won’t find
elsewhere and CIEE offers experience
you won’t find elsewhere.
– Chris

International
Relations Track
Indiana University
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GLOBAL INSTITUTE | ROME

CIEE’s Global Institute – Rome is a
stepping-stone that allows you to
step back across thousands of years
of art and history, and to stretch
forward, immersing yourself in the
rich and layered culture of Italy today.

colleges and universities

200,000
students

16

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites

50

monumental fountains

ROME:
LIVING, BREATHING HISTORY

3,000

euros dropped in the Trevi Fountain daily

9,968
restaurants

CIEE’s Global Institute – Rome places at your door all that the
Eternal City has to offer. Explore and experience one of the
birthplaces of Western Civilization through a program tailored to
your academic needs – and your passions – all just minutes from
iconic landmarks such as Vatican City and the Colosseum.

1,000,000

square miles of the
Roman Empire at its peak

Highlights include:
• Immersing yourself in Italian culture as you explore iconic
landmarks of art, architecture, and cuisine

50,000

• Learning in classrooms with the latest technology
and equipment

seats in the Colosseum

• Free high-speed Wi-Fi in classrooms and on campus
• Sharing an apartment with local Italian students
• Learning to speak Italian or building on your existing language
skills by interacting daily with local neighbors, students,
shopkeepers, and professionals
• Student Life staff with information on local events and
volunteer opportunities

Professors do a great job of designing
excursions that illustrate and
complement what we’re learning in
class. They’re really good at putting it
all together. We went to an excursion
where start-ups were presenting on
what they do, and I ended up getting
an internship.

900

churches

70,000

pieces on display in
the Vatican Museums

– Briana

Health Sciences Track
Howard University
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ONE EXPERIENCE,
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS
Only CIEE’s Open Campus program allows you, the student, to completely
customize your study abroad experience. Nowhere else can you choose your
academic track, program length, type of projects, and locations.
Open Campus programs are designed to fit together seamlessly across our locations in Berlin, London, Paris,
and Rome. As you continue your studies from one fascinating city to the next, you’ll deepen your understanding
of how culture informs your specific areas of study.
Study two courses in blocks of 6, 12, or 18 weeks at up to three CIEE Global Institutes for maximum cultural immersion.

BERLIN | LONDON | PARIS | ROME

DESIGN THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME. START YOURS TODAY WITH CIEE.

Council on International
Educational Exchange™
300 Fore St., Portland, ME 04101
1-800-40-STUDY

Founded in 1947, CIEE is the world leader in international education
and exchange, delivering the highest-quality programs that increase
global understanding and intercultural knowledge. We provide
participants with skills, competencies, and experiences that elevate
their ability to contribute positively to our global community.
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